GLENDON DEMOLITION DERBY 2022
DERBY DRIVER AND PIT CREW REGISTRATION FORM
DRIVER NAME: _________________________________
ADDRESS:
_______________________________________________
PHONE: ______________________________
PIT CREW NAME (S) (UP TO TWO PEOPLE):
_____________________________________________
PIT CREW ADDRESS:
_____________________________________________
PIT CREW PHONE:
_______________________________
SPONSOR(S):
_____________________________________________
MAKE/YEAR:
_____________________________________________
VEHICLE NUMBER: _______________
CAR

TRUCK

IN CONSIDERATION of the Glendon Agricultural Society
providing the aforementioned driver and/or pit crew, (the
“competitor”) with the opportunity to compete and/or
participate in any way in the Glendon Demolition Derby held
August 13, 2022 (the “Event”), the competitor does hereby
agree to the following conditions:
1. There are risks and hazards inherent in the very nature of
the Event and the Competitor may suffer personal injury, loss
or damage to property;
2. The Competitor freely and voluntarily assumes all risk of
personal injury, death or property loss resulting from any
cause whatsoever including, but not limited to, the inherent
risk of competing in the Event;
3. The Competitor hereby waives any claim that the
Competitor may have against the Glendon Agricultural
Society, its agents, servants, employees, volunteers, members,
directors and executive arising out of or in any way related to
the Competitor’s participation in the Event and, but not so as
to restrict the generality of the foregoing, the Competitor
specifically releases the Glendon Agricultural Society from any
liability for injury or death to the Competitor or any loss or
damage to the Competitor’s property, whether or not such
injury, death, loss or damage arises out of or is caused by the
negligence or breach of any contract by the Glendon
Agricultural Society.
Date at the Village of Glendon, in the Province of Alberta, _______________________.

ENTRY FEE: $100
PAYMENT TYPE – CIRCLE ONE
CASH DEBIT CHEQUE #________
Etransfers also accepted:
glendonagsocietytreasurer@outlook.com
WAIVER AND RELEASE:
DRIVER SIGNATURE:
_______________________________
PIT CREW SIGNATURE:
_______________________________

2022 PRIZE MONEY: 1ST $3000 2ND $1500 3RD $750

IF UNDER 18, PARENT PRINT AND SIGN IS REQUIRED BELOW:

NAME (PRINTED):
_______________________________

SIGNATURE:
_______________________________
WITNESS:
__________________________________________

2022 GLENDON FULL SIZE CAR DEMOLITION DERBY RULES
Absolutely no welding or modifications to the body or frame , bumpers, suspension , steering unless
specifically mentioned in this rule set.

VEHICLES ALLOWED INCLUDE:
•
•
•

1980 and newer Fords cars
1980 and newer Mopar cars
1977 and newer GM cars

MUST BE REMOVED:
ALL glass, chrome, trim lights, dashboard, flammable material and trailer hitches (Inside of the vehicle
must be cleaned of ALL debris). You may cut and trim fenders, fender wells , front and rear bumper
skirts must be removed .

ENGINE AND TRANSMISSION, DIFFERENTIAL:
Engine and transmission may be changed to different manufacture (e.g. Chevy engine and
transmission put into a Dodge) engine mounts
This includes lower engine cradles ( no protectors) engine mounts can be welded in, but must be in
stock location (You may chain or wire down engine and tranny tail shaft). Air filter must be used as
spark arrester. Straight up exhaust pipes Allowed, if running down with stock pipes they must direct
away from engine bay . Distributor clamps allowed no protectors
Any OEM style driveshaft allowed you may weld 2 different styles to accommodate different engines.
No Slider shafts
Any shifter allowed
Any gas and brake pedal allowed. Additional Hand throttle optional.
Any 5 lug car differential allowed no aftermarket axle shafts allowed. you may weld brackets to the
housing to accommodate this. No bracing of the housing . Pinion brakes allowed as long as it bolts to
the center section only.

RADS:
No homemade radiators or water reservoirs
If running a radiator, must stay in stock location. You may loop radiator hoses with a pressure relief
and fill type device. No boiler systems or radiator hoses in Driver’s compartment.
Cooling fan type is optional.
You may cut out the fire wall to allow for the distributor and shifter.
aluminum race style radiators allowed

WINDSHIELD BAR:
Front Windshield bar is mandatory
You may have one or two bars and they may connect to each other. May only attrach to top of roof
using 4 bolts and to bottom cowl using 4 bolts per bar. You may also weld 2” on each end of the bar to
the body.
⁃

Max material is 3” x 3/8” thick

⁃

H frame , A frame or I I style allowed

COOLERS:
Transmission coolers are allowed in the seating area only (NOT in the engine compartment) The oil
gets really hot so try to keep the lines away from the Driver. Use hydraulic, steel or rubber
transmission lines only.. no gas line. If using an ice tub for the cooler it must be securely fastened
down.

FUEL TANKS AND LINES:
Stock fuel tank must be removed and replaced with fuel tank mounted securely behind the Driver seat
area on the floor or on rear crossbar. (5gal max, metal tanks only). Put a couple of holes in the floor
next to tank for drains, in case tank gets a leak. Fuel pump type optional. (You can use an electric fuel
pump for a fuel injection engine) power switch must be clearly marked and easily accessible by
flagmen. Gas tank protection allowed protector can only be 36” wide and may only attach to the rear
cross bar.. it also must be 4” away from all sheetmetal and can cannot be more than 4” taller than the
fuel tank.

BATTERY:
Battery must be securely fastened down on the front passenger side floor and covered. Only two
batteries Allowed. (You may use a cat size battery). No milk crates.

DOORS:
Doors can be only fashioned with 4 different methods .. you can chain, bolt , weld , or wire each door
in a maximum 4 spots. If chaining use a max 3/8” chain , if bolting use a max 1” diameter bolt , if
welding use a max 1/4” thickness 3” x 2” flat bar or 1/2” x 3” rod. If wiring use a max of #9 wire. None
of the connection points can go to or around the frame.

BODY MOUNTS:
Stock body mounts and bolts beside 2 core support and 2 trunk pins. Stock suspension and steering. If
stock mount is missing or gone it can be replaced with stock diameter replacement and may go
through trunk floor skin. Max diameter washer 3” ( must pass tech inspection)

SUSPENSION:
You may cut out sway bars, clamp leaf springs in two places per spring pack. You can chain , clamp or
weld in rear coil springs to the differential only
No altering of stock suspension height. You may weld or bolt down the upper control arms in the front
of the car. If welding you may use only 2”x4”x1/4” two allowed and only welded to spring pocket
area. If bolted down one max 1” bolt per control arm. No aftermarket ball joints . Stock replacement
only. Keep in mind bumper height rule of 18” to the bottom of bumper max in front.

STEERING:
No modifications to the steering. Stock replacement only. Stock steering columns only you may add 2
universal joints.

FRAME PATCHING:
Rusty cars only. Rust patches on the frame can be cut out and have only 3/16 thickness metal welded
in .. techs approval only. Contact tech before attempting

FRAME AND BODY:
You may notch or dimple your frame in behind the rear differential only.
No Frame welding other than specified
You may pre bend and crease the body panels. no fender well bolting allowed. No wedging or
canoeing the trunk lid. Taillight panel must remain vertical.

BUMPERS:
Any year car bumper can be used.
Can weld stock bumpers to stock mounts and plates , must be in stock position, if not using stock
brackets you may cut frame off at the end and hard nose the bumper. If going this route you may use
a 4”x4” x 3/16” plate to cap frame ends. Do not cut frame back past factory core support mount hole.
FRONT BUMPERS ON FRONT REAR BUMPERS ON BACK (stock position) with a max bumper height of
18” to bottom of bumper. You may use bumper straps or chain to help hold on the bumpers. If using
straps they can only be vertical and may only attach to the top skin of bumper and to the core
support. You may attach the straps to the core support hood mounts. You can only attach the straps
using 4” of weld or two 1/2” bolts. If using chain 3/8” max and you can wrap the bumper once and top
of core support once. You may go around the core support rods for the hood.

HOOD AND TRUNK LID:
Max 6 points of hold down on both hood and trunk. For the hood you can use bolts , chain or wire. If
bolts 1” diameter max two of these bolt can go through the core support holes in the frame. You may
use a 4” 2”x2” spacer to space up core support. If chaining use 3/8” chain only , if wire #9 only. You
may mix and match hold downs.
Same goes for the trunk lid with one exception. You may use 3” x 2” x 1/4” pieces of flat bar or 1/2”x
3” rod to weld you hold down points.
Hood must have at least two 6” diameter holes cut for fire extinguisher holes. Five 3/8”bolts can be
used to bolt hood skins back together.
Trunk lid must have one 6” diameter cut in it for inspection.
Max size washer diameter for top of hood and trunk is 6”

DOOR BARS & CROSS BARS:
ALL vehicles must have the Driver’s door and: passenger door bar with a Minimum of 6” channel iron,
Maximum 6’ long. Bolted in a minimum of 3 places with Minimum 1” bolts. Use metal plates for
washers. Door bar can only be 6” ahead of the front door seam. (If your door bar falls off during your
heat, you will be disqualified.) Door bar ends must be beveled. One dash bar and rear cross bar
allowed. Max size 6” diameter. Rear cross bar Must be connected to side bars. Inside cage allowed. 8”

tall side bars max and may be welded to b-pillar and cross bars only. No down bars allowed. Halo bar
allowed max diameter 4” may be bolted to roof in 4 spots and welded or bolted to side bars or rear
crossbar only. If not using a halo a vertical bar from the rear cross bar to the ceiling of the roof is
allowed behind the drivers seat is allowed bolted or welded recommend to pad the support.

TIRES:
Tires can only be LT or passenger 8 ply Max. Factory wheels factory wheel size or EQUIVALENT , max
height 31” (Bias ply ok) No foam filled or stuffing of tires. No reinforcing of rims or bead locking. You
may use inner tubes. No studded tires. No spilt rims. Tire weights removed. 8” max diameter wheel
centers and valve stem protectors allowed weld them well we don’t need them flying off.

SEATBELTS:
Three point or lap seat belt are mandatory. Seats must be secure , must pass tech inspection

PAINT AND DECORATIONS:
• Your car number must be 12” or larger on the roof and a smaller number on each side of your
vehicle (Three digits or less).
• No profanities, remember this is a family orientated show
Roof signs allowed. Bolt them on well using 3 3/8” bolts.
Additional pit passes can be purchased for $10 each and there is no camping available on
site. Please leave your pets at home. Driver Registration fee is $100.00

2022 GLENDON TRUCK DEMOLITION DERBY RULES
Our first concern, of course, is safety. Four ways you can be hurt are: 1) by being hit 2) by hitting an
object 3) by moving too far out of a normal position 4) by being burned. Keep those thoughts in mind as
you read these safety rules and build your vehicle. We allow almost a cage built around the driver from
sturdy, and easily assembled components. We don’t want vehicles put out of action by putting drivers
out of action. ***Trucks—only ½ ton and ¾ ton. No duel wheel trucks, SUVs or VAN, fullsize 4x4 trucks
allowed.
All Drivers must be teched by 12:00pm and ready to participate in the Calcutta auction for 12:30pm.
Do not bring a vehicle half built and expect to finish building it in the pits. This is a fast-running show
with minimal time in between heats. All Drivers must participate in the Calcutta.

THINGS YOU MUST DO TO YOUR TRUCK
1. Remove all glass, plastic ornaments, lights and bulbs. Truck must be clean of loose objects and glass.
Chrome trim and hubcaps must be removed. All trailer hitches, gas tanks must be removed. Remove all
upholstery. Recommended to remove bench seat and use a single bucket seat.
2.

Passenger and drivers door must be reinforced. Use steel bars, 6-12” channel iron bolted across the
door. Maximum length of 76”, minimum thickness of 3/16”. Door bar can only extend a maximum 8”
ahead of front fender seam. – Super cabs and extended cabs are allowed an extra 8-12” to extend
channel on to the box. Door bars must be beveled at each end. Bolts holding the bar to the door must
go through the entire door or fender- not just the outer skin. Any good size washer is allowed. Bolts
must not extrude beyond bars. If the door bar falls off during the derby heat, you will be disqualified.
None of the above items are allowed to be connected to the frame. All doors must be securely
fastened by means of chain with a bolt, or stitch welded or bolted. Crossbars are mandatory 2”
minimum 6” maximum One located in the dash area. And one located in the box of the truck. The
Crossbar in the box of the truck must connect to the side bars. You may have a 3RD crossbar. On
extended cabs this bar can be located behind the driver in the cab or in the box. Regular cabs it can be
in the box but must stay in front of the wheel well tubs.

3.

Rollover Protection: Rollover protection is optional but highly recommended. You can use a post inside
the cab mounted from floorboards to roof. Or you can use external protection such as a halo mounted
to the crossbar in the box of the truck. Nothing to the frame.

4.

All trucks must have hoods. All hoods must have holes cut on each side of the carburetor for fire
extinguisher accessibility. You must have a suitable air cleaner on your carburetor.

5.

Your gas tank must be a metal fuel tank, Metal jerry can or Steel boat tank securely fastened (ratchet
strapped…no bungees). (5 gallons max.!) Metal jerry cans and boat tanks are allowed. A hole must be
cut in the floor metal under where the tank is placed. The tank must be placed in the box behind the
cab or in front seat area beside the driver. Gas tank must be properly sealed. LEAKS WILL NOT BE
TOLERATED. It is a good idea to cover your tank and fuel lines with rubber to protect it from cutting
and welding sparks.

6.

Battery must be located on the floor on the passenger side of the truck. It must be secure and
covered. (an old floor mat works well) Maximum of two batteries.

7.

Radiator must remain in stock position. Only stock cooling systems allowed.

8.

Driver’s door ( and only drivers door) must be painted a different color than the rest of the vehicle. All
vehicles must have an identifying number painted on large enough for the judges to see, and you must
paint your number on the roof of the vehicle as large as possible. Or use a roof sign.

9.

Truck must have an endgate. If you need to chop down a gate off another style truck to make it fix that
is fine. End gates must be welded shut , chained or bolted “really well” (we don’t want flying endgates).
Maximum material size is 2” flat bar x ¼” rod.

10. Hood must be bolted or chained down in up to six places and must have a Minimum of 2 6” diameter
holes for fire extinguisher access. You’re allowed two ready rods (maximum 1 ¼”) to the frame on front
body mount and maximum 4” sticking up above hood . Not to be installed in front of the radiator.
You’re allowed to chain, wire or bolt the hood down to the body in four other places. Maximum
washer size is 5” by 6”. Nothing between frame rails, can be welded to side of frame and NO crisscrossing.
11. Stock front bumper only allowed on trucks and must be stock mounted, can be welded, but no extra
material added, or chained on with minimum 3/8” chain…2 chains 1 wrap each. Bumper can be welded
to bumper brackets, and brackets welded to frame. Rear bumper must be removed and brackets must
be cut flush with frame. No protruding metal.
12. A sturdy headrest is mandatory, floor to roof type is acceptable. Or something mounted in rear
window.

OPTIONAL ITEMS FOR YOUR TRUCK
Fullsize 4x4 trucks will be allowed. Front driveshaft must be removed.
1. Cab body mount bolts can be changed. Max diameter is 1'' max washer size is 6''
2. Wheel wells and bumpers may be trimmed. Each wheel well maybe be bolted together with a max of
eight 3/8” bolts
3. Motor and transmission mounts may be strengthened by use of chain. Rear end may be locked
“welded”. Rear end swaps allowed. Motor and transmission must be in stock location.
4. A transmission cooler is o.k. to use, but cannot be mounted on outside of vehicle. It can be under the
hood or inside the vehicle. If under the hood, put it on the firewall or in a box. The floor or firewall can

be cut to permit cooler to function. The floor must have a slash or cut out to allow fluid to drain if a
leak develops.
5. Firewall can be hammered back or cut away to allow distributor clearance.
6. Any type of fuel pump is permitted. If using electric fuel pump, shutoff switch should be clearly labeled
and FUEL LINE DOUBLE CLAMPED Bucket seats are permitted. Floor shifters are permitted.
7. Any drive shaft allowed.
8.

Trucks are allowed to clamp box to frame with washers and bolts. You may not however, join the
frame horns together with any material. You are allowed 2 places on each frame rail, 4 total. 1”
maximum rod size. These may be welded to the frame.

9. Two extra spring wraps allowed on each leaf spring, 4 in total including factory clamps.
10. Small stem protectors allowed, no wheel reinforcement.
11. You are allowed to bolt the front of the box to the cab with maximum of 6 bolts.
12. Core support cups or mounts can be welded to frame.
13. You may use 2” x 2” angle iron 6 places in the box to connect the boxsides to the floor. These angles
may be bolted 2 spots with a max 1/2” diameter bolt. Angles may also be welded.
14. Any steering column is allowed. All other steering and suspension components must stay factory.
15. Any rubber tire allowed. Including tire inside a tire or flappers. Wheel Centers are allowed but no full
centers. No rim reinforcement. Valve stem protection is allowed nothing that strengthens the rim.½
tons may run larger tires to match the height of the ¾ tons. Maximum tire height will be 750/16.
16. Body and frame rust repair – You may patch or fix your frame the following ways. You may use one
of your 4” x 6” X 3/16” repair plates ( see rule 14). Or you may butt weld or restub using a donor
piece of frame.
17. Prerun frame repair - You are allowed one 4”x6”x 3/16” plate per each corner of car. No using more
then one plate per frame rail. You cannot cut your plates into multiple pieces. You may bend or
shape your plates to fit. You may add your plates in between heats but you may not cut plates off
and move them. ALL PLATES MUST BE PAINTED A BRIGHT COLOR AND DECLAIRED TO INSPECTORS.
DO NOT PUSH THIS RULE. IF THE OFFICALS FEEL YOU HAVE PUSHED THIS RULE YOU WILL NOT
RUN.THIS RULE IS TO HELP DRIVERS FINISH OFF A TRUCK, DO NOT ABUSE IT.

18. Tierod and Balljoint repair – You can repair a broken tierod or balljoint with welding or a bolt and
washers if the pin is damaged.

THINGS YOU CANNOT DO TO YOUR TRUCK
1. NO trailer hitches are permitted, remove it’s frame and all the components. No reinforcing of wheels,
rad, base, etc. There is absolutely NO welding to the frame, with the exception of bumper brackets and
threaded rod. NO seam welding of floor panels. You cannot pre-weld frame joints of the body of the
vehicle. Absolutely NO reinforcing of the frame will be tolerated. NO lift kits.
2. No additional water coolant systems allowed – leave stock or take out.
3. No fuel other than gasoline.
4. Reverse or extended spring shackles are not allowed if it raises the height of the vehicles. No chain
from rear-end to frame. No solid shocks.
5. Exhaust – do not remove head pipe. Muffler and tailpipe may be cut off. Headers through the hood are
acceptable.
6. You cannot pre-bolt or weld suspension and./or ball joints or tie rod ends
7. 7.Split rims, even if welded, are NOT permitted.
8. Use your head while working in our pits. DO NOT Repair or work under vehicle while suspended. Use
proper blocking and wheel chocks to secure your vehicle if working under it. Please bring a way to
put out grass fires if you will be welding and cutting on your vehicle. Use proper PPE and exercise
caution using an open flame around fuel tanks and jerry cans.
9. If the rules say you cannot do it this does not mean you can. If you do something stupid trying to
push the rules you will probably will just get loaded onto your trailer and will have to watch the
derby as a spectator. We understand people get high on adrenaline driving and watching demolition
derby’s. DO NOT argue and disrespect our officials and flagmen. Keep in mind most of our officials
are strictly volunteers and are only doing a job no one wanted to do. If you have an issue please
bring it up with the Head official and Head vehicle tech and we will sort it out in a calmly matter.
Explain this to your family members and pit crew. Head Officials will have the final call.
10. Additional pit passes can be purchased for $10 each and there is no camping available on site. Please
leave your pets at home. Driver Registration fee is $100.00

Any questions please call Dave at 1 780 573 4173

